Fortify with CloudIQ Cybersecurity

Close the IT administration-cybersecurity gap by automating the process of infrastructure security monitoring.

Improve Productivity

Improve overall IT productivity by maintaining the health, performance, capacity and cybersecurity of infrastructure.

Manage Policy

CloudIQ gives you a simple way to set up automated infrastructure security configuration assessment policy:

- A template-driven tool to select security configuration that CloudIQ will compare to your systems’ actual configuration.
- Choice of security configurations based on the NIST 800-53 r5 standards as well as Dell Technologies best practices for each specific infrastructure system.

Reduce Risk

Keep continuously aware of infrastructure security misconfigurations with:

- A summary of the number of systems with security misconfigurations and their risk levels
- Consolidated view of systems filtered by risk level, system type, location, business unit, application environment, etc.
- Clear description of the risk and recommendations for correcting security misconfigurations and lowering risk.
- Smart Security Advisories tailored to system type and version that provide a remediation path to eliminate vulnerabilities.

#5 Security misconfigurations are the 5th greatest cybersecurity risk

As your IT environment scales and gets more distributed across core, edge and cloud, manually checking all your systems’ security settings is impractical. When security misconfigurations go unnoticed, you leave your organization vulnerable.

The solution is intelligent software that automates checking, keeps you continuously aware of risks and recommends remediation.

Security misconfigurations are the 5th greatest cybersecurity risk

1,000s of organizations and IT administrators worldwide rely on CloudIQ AIOps for Dell infrastructure proactive monitoring, analytics and recommendations to lower IT risk, plan ahead and improve productivity.
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Close the IT administration-cybersecurity gap by automating the process of infrastructure security monitoring.

With CloudIQ, spend only 3 minutes to set policy and automate security configuration checking for up to 1,000 systems vs. 6 minutes to manually check every system.

Automation for Cybersecurity Awareness

Adjusts risk level after resolution

Establishes security settings evaluation plan

Collects security settings data

Detects misconfiguration

Analyzes risk level and recommends resolution

Sends risk notifications and recommendations

Displays information in shareable dashboards

Lab Test Results*

In test policy and in actual use, CloudIQ detected and corrected 1,000 vulnerabilities with an average of 300 vulnerabilities per system.

Click here to see a short CloudIQ Cybersecurity demo.

For more demos, data sheets and white papers visit: www.DellTechnologies.com/CloudIQ